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ISM and NFP start 2019 with a bang
• The drop in ISM precursors is the second sharpest in 15 years
• This raises the possibility of a downward surprise
• Investors will welcome data that pressures the Fed on rates
• Investors expect positive labour data; the bar to disappoint is low

Investors need a weak ISM and NFP
Market participants and the Fed have starkly differing reads on the state of the US
economy. Important early releases this week should help decide whether the Fed or
the market has a better read on the economy. No release is ever definitive, but
strong numbers would reassure the Fed that its confidence in the economy is
justified, and worry investors that it will take longer than they want for the Fed to
capitulate. By contrast, with all 2019 hikes now priced out, investors need weak ISM
and labour data to justify market pricing.
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The average December drop in readings across six ISM precursors (Chicago,
Philadelphia, Empire State, Kansas, Dallas and Richmond) was more than 12 points.
Such a precipitous drop has only happened once since early 2004 (in October 2008)
when all six series became available (Figure 1).
There have been five instances when the average drop among the precursors was
six points or more, half the current drop. In each case, the national ISM dropped, with
an average drop of three points. A three-point ISM drop would imply an ISM of 56.3,
versus the 57.6 Bloomberg consensus. The overall ISM has dropped three points or
more only six times since 2004, so this would be a shock.
Figure 1: Precipitous fall in ISM precursors
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Note: The change in the ISM precursors is the average one-month change in the six precursors listed in the text.
Source: Macrobond, Standard Chartered Research
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A knee-jerk reaction to data often
does not last

In the past year, knee-jerk USD, UST yield and equity reactions to positive surprises
have generally been in the direction of the surprise – in other words, the immediate
reaction to a positive surprise has been higher equities, yields and a stronger USD.
These effects have tended to dissipate as trading progressed during the day.

Investors want the data to pressure
the Fed

Our view is that the market will welcome results that put pressure on the Fed to stop
hiking: a weak number will push yields down and equities higher. We suspect the
USD will fall broadly on a soft number, but a very soft outcome could see some
selling of high-beta currencies if risk appetite falls sharply.

JPY and CHF the most attractive on
soft data

Safe havens such as the CHF and JPY, and EM currencies that fell precipitously in
prior months have been the strongest currencies since UST yields began dropping
from their 8 November peak. The weakest currencies have been oil- and commodityrelated currencies. The JPY, and to a lesser degree the EUR, look the most attractive
on weak data.

Bonds price in a lot of bad news
already

The very soft readings on ISM precursors probably influence how fixed investors
have positioned for the national ISM. Fed funds futures have priced out all 2019
hikes, and have added about a 10-15% risk of an easing in December 2019. A
stronger-than-expected outcome will likely lead to quick fixed income selling on the
view that steady economic performance makes it less likely that the Fed will see the
light anytime soon with respect to easing. The response could get reversed if equities
take a hit on disappointed easing expectations – ‘good news is bad news’ is back.
For our medium-term views, see SMS – Crowdfunding and MSV: A-B-C, 1-2-3; for
potential surprises, see 2019: Financial market surprises.

ISM near 56 would add to downside
yield pressure

How bad does bad news have to be to outpace what is already priced in? Anything
below 57.3 would represent a 17-month low. The ISM hasn’t been below 57 since
June 2017 and hasn’t been below 55 since December 2016. A 57.3 print may not be
bad enough relative to market pricing and the consensus to instil added fear to an
already fearful market – the Fed rarely eases when ISM is this high. Below 57 would
probably be enough to push US yields a bit lower. The 56.3 implied by the drop in the
precursors should be far enough and deep enough to push rates materially lower.

Investors expect solid labour data

The risks from labour data on Friday (4 January) are different. Initial claims and
survey evidence in regional ISMs gave relatively strong employment indications. The
Bloomberg consensus expects non-farm payrolls (NFP) to rebound by 180,000 jobs
from the previous month’s weather-affected 155,000. More analysts expect non-farm
payrolls to be above 200,000 than below 170,000. Hourly earnings are expected at
3.0% y/y and the unemployment rate (UR) flat at 3.7%. It is hard to see what would
encourage dovishness from the Fed if these expectations are realised.

A UR uptick or NFP below 160k
would be enough to push yields
lower

The biggest comfort for investors will come from a small uptick in the unemployment
rate, which would raise the possibility that labour markets are losing momentum. We
note that annual household survey revisions could make the numbers jump around a
bit more than usual. Bad weather was viewed as having driven the weaker-thanexpected 155,000 NFP read for November, and there is some expectation of
payback. However, no Bloomberg analyst expects less than 160,000 NFP, so the bar
to disappointment may be relatively low.
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